Error Report 1735

Currently, PPEC102, called from USER12, issues message 12-327 ‘BELI - driven Medical de-enrollment pending - no change permitted’ when the Current Medical Plan Code is changed from an ‘XX’ (opt out) to a ‘CM’ (Core Medical) for an employee with a BELI of ‘4’. This edit should be modified to allow a change from ‘XX’ to ‘CM’ for a BELI 4 employee.

Currently, PPEC151 issues message 08-303 ‘Assigned BELI permits only Core Medical’ when an ‘XX’ (for opt out) is entered in the Future Medical Plan Code field for an employee with a BELI of ‘4’. The equivalent USER12 message is 12-312 ‘Enrollment in career medical not permitted’. This edit should be modified to allow an employee with a BELI of ‘4’ to opt out of a Future Medical Plan. Note that the existing edit does correctly allow an ‘XX’ for opt out in the Current Medical Plan Code field.

Programs

PPEC102

The edit has been changed to suppress the issuance of message 12-327 ‘BELI - driven Medical de-enrollment pending - no change permitted’ when changing the Current Medical Plan Code from an ‘XX’ to ‘CM’ for a BELI 4 employee.

PPEC151
The edit has been changed to suppress the issuance of message 03-303 ‘Assigned BELI permits only Core Medical’ when an ‘XX’ is entered in the Future Medical Plan Code field for a BELI 4 employee. In addition, the code has been changed such that the equivalent USER12 message 12-312 ‘Enrollment in career medical not permitted’ is not issued as well.

**Test Plan**

The on-line EDB Entry/Update is used to test the modified changes.

- A BELI 4 employee is selected for this test. When the modified version of PPEC151 is run, and an ‘XX’ is entered in the Future Medical Plan Code and the update key (PF5) is pressed, messages 08-303 and 12-312 are not be issued and the update is allowed.

  When the unmodified version of PPEC151 is executed, PPEC151 issued messages 08-303 and 12-312.

- A BELI 4 employee with an existing ‘XX’ Current Medical Plan Code is selected for this test. When the modified version of PPEC102 is run, and the existing Current Medical Plan Code of ‘XX’ is replaced with a ‘CM’ medical plan code and the update key (PF5) is pressed, message 12-327 is not issued and the update is allowed.

  When the unmodified version of PPEC102 is executed, PPEC102 issued message 12-327.

**Installation Instructions**

1. Install the modified Dual programs PPEC102 and PPEC151.
2. DB2-precompile, compile and link the modified Dual programs PPEC102 AND PPEC151 into the batch loadlib (LOADLIB) and On-line loadlib (OLOADLIB).
3. Bind Plans for PPP080 and PPP120.
5. Perform the installation testing described above to ensure proper installation.
6. Perform any desired additional campus testing.
7. Install programs PPEC102 and PPEC151 in production.

**Timing of Installation**

Installation of this release is not urgent. However, to prevent the problem of not able to update the Future Medical Plan Code or Current Medical Plan Code field for a BELI ‘4’ employee as described above, this release should be installed as soon as possible.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Jackson.Quan@ucop.edu, or call (510) 987-0464.
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